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• When executing open data programs or projects, a

one-size-fits-all approach will not be effective.

• Each country, city or even a Government

organization has its unique context that can be

defined by many factors, such as :

o the objectives of launching such programs;

o the surrounding political and socioeconomic

environment;

o the human and financial resources available.
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• A standard plan is recommended for open data
initiatives.

• The plan was developed based on global references,
successful international open data programs, and
supported with examples from the Arab region and
around the world.

• Each country, city or even a Government
organization has its unique context that can be
defined by many factors, such as :

o the objectives of launching such programs;

o the surrounding political and socioeconomic
environment;

o the human and financial resources available.
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The recommended open data program plan

The recommended standard plan consists of the following four

phases:

1. preliminary phase;

2. development phase;

3. roll-out phase;

4. standard practice phase.
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PHASE 1: PRELIMINARY PHASE

1. Baseline data maturity assessment : the Open Data Maturity

Model (Evaluation section)

2. Developing the open data strategy :

• Making the process open and collaborative by

communicating the strategy design plans to all stakeholders,

including the public;

• Making it engaging by following an approach that allows the

public to contribute to the design of the strategy through

public consultation;

• Aligning the strategic destination with the higher

organizational or national objectives and agendas.
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Outline of the open data strategy 

a) Context and background

b) Stakeholders and governance

c) Strategic direction

d) Objectives

e) Actions

f) Metrics for measuring progress

g) Open data release

h) Principles

i) Budget

j) Others : success factors
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PHASE 2: DEVELOPMENT PHASE

1. Developing the open data policy :

• Outline the details of the organization's commitment to
publishing, sharing and consuming data;

• Help the internal stakeholders (such as the data owners) identify
and prioritize releases of open data according to a standard
process;

• Help the external stakeholders (such as developers) understand
how the organization will be releasing its data and ways in which
they can be involved;

• Offer a central reference for all stakeholders on how the various
open data activities should be carried out and how the different
stakeholders communicate and collaborate;

• Offer a common educational content of the essentials of open
data (for instance, definition) so that all stakeholders have the
same understanding and expectations
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PHASE 2: DEVELOPMENT PHASE

2. Outline of the open data policy  

a) Context and background

b) Basics of open data

c) Purpose and scope

d) Policy provisions or directives :

Governance, Data selection and release, Data licensing,

Privacy and security considerations, Data quality and

publishing standards, Review and measuring progress,

Engaging with the data users

e) Others : technical templetes
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PHASE 2: DEVELOPMENT PHASE

3. The open data portal

4. Prioritizing and publishing the first wave of the datasets

5. The open data team :
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PHASE 2: DEVELOPMENT PHASE

6. Capacity-building : examples of needed skills

• Basic concepts and practices of open data;

• Managing the open data portal;

• Training relevant staff in the necessary skills to publish data

and in the use of the portal software;

• Training data publishers in the skills necessary for finding

high-value datasets and prioritizing their release;

• Skills related to legal, privacy and security aspects;

• Skills needed for successfully engaging with the public and

stakeholders.
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PHASE 3: ROLL-OUT PHASE

• Respond properly to the needs and expectations of the data

users;

• Handle some difficult (or precedent-setting) cases of data

release including privacy and anonymization;

• Improved and add features open data portal that were not

available in its initial version;

• Developer-oriented events carried such as hackathons, to

promote the use of the published datasets andgenerate

examples of data reuse;

• Data innovation challenges and competitions outside the

developers’ community may be carried.
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PHASE 4: STANDARD PRACTICE PHASE

• The frequent review and update of the open data standards and

references (for instance, the policy);

• The update and maintenance of the open data portal;

• Continuing the publication of datasets in alignment with the

prioritization plans and user needs;

• The frequent and continuous evaluation of the open data

program to assess the level of progress achieved and to identify

areas for improvement;

• Maintaining engagement with data users inside and outside the

Government.
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Barriers to publishing open data and their remedies 
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SUCCESS FACTORS

• Strong and sustainable leadership and sponsorship

for the program;

• Appropriate governance structures in place within public sector

bodies to ensure success. This includes the necessary support at

senior level and the designation of an open data liaison officer in

each organization;

• Implementation of the open data strategy will require

collaboration and cooperation between data producers and data

users to ensure that resources and efforts are targeted where

most value will be derived;
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SUCCESS FACTORS

• Focusing on creating impact and value to all stakeholders as per

the goals defined in the open data strategy;

• Publication of high-quality datasets underpinned by the national

quality standards and framework and aligned to international

best practices to ensure cross-border inter-operability;



Thank You 


